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Getting Star ted in Localization
If you are trying to figure out localization, this guide is for you! Our authors have
packed this “Getting Started” guide with valuable must-have information for anyone
entering the arena of customizing for a different language or culture. I will be brief
here because the important thing is for you to read the articles!
Need some hard facts on the importance of localization? Does someone at your
firm need convincing on this topic? Read Gordon Husbands’ article about a reader
survey on localization that was recently conducted.
Next, suppose the decision has been made to localize. We strongly recommend
creating a localization kit, and Angelika Zerfaß tells you what is involved.
Eva Müller takes the localization process from there, giving you step-by-step instructions for managing the project, and Romina Marazzato describes the tools available.
Many times a project involves people in varied geographic areas. Julia Astashkina
describes the main challenges in managing what can be a daunting coordination problem.
And, if you do localize, sooner or later (probably sooner) you will have to deal
with terminology management. Monika Höge and Karina Martínez Ferber introduce
the concept and use a case study to show the gap between theory and practice.
Good luck! I’m sure you will find this guide valuable. If you want to share it, it can
be downloaded at http://www.multilingual.com/supplements — Donna Parrish, Publisher
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ANGELIKA ZERFAß is an independent software consultant and trainer for translation
tools and localization-related processes. She can be reached at zerfass@zaac.de
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Survey: Global Companies and
Localized Marketing Communication
Gor don Husbands
Over the last year or so, clients have been
asking my company this question with
increasing frequency: “Why do we need to pay
for localization when most of the developed
world has some understanding of English?”
This is a perfectly reasonable question.
As global companies reach out into more
markets without commensurately larger marketing budgets, they need reassurance that
money spent on culturally-adapted marketing
materials and high-quality translations will
generate a good return on investment (ROI).
While we can readily provide a wealth of
anecdotal feedback and examples from the
wide range of marketing communications projects that we undertake for our clients, we can
rarely find good sources of quantifiable data to
irrefutably justify the case for localization.
The overall main question we all want
answered is “Why should we localize?” To
take advantage of this in future marketing
activities, we also need to know:
Do consumers now expect global companies to communicate with them in their
own language?
Is the consumer’s predisposition to buy
affected by the language used for the product
communication?
Does the influence of mother-tongue
communication vary according to what is
being purchased?
Are there significantly different attitudes
about use of the mother tongue across locales?
In May 2005, we set out to find the
answers in order to provide our clients with
some facts about the need to localize their marketing and advertising campaigns and materials. Through the contacts we have with our
extensive translator network, we undertook an
international market study to start to examine
the impact of mother-tongue communication
on consumers’ purchasing behavior.
Using a structured questionnaire, we
conducted more than 1,250 interviews with
consumers in Europe, Asia, South America
and the Middle East to find out more about
their purchasing behavior for a range of
products and services.
There were two sections to the questionnaire. In the first section, we asked respondents

to score a total of 18 products and services
according to the importance that they place on
product communication — advertising, packaging, user manual, website, helpdesk and so
on — being in their own language.
In the second section, we asked respondents to give us their level of agreement or
disagreement with 15 statements relating to
their decision-making process when purchasing products and services.
While we are aware that the findings
only represent the views of a relatively small
sample of consumers and that it would be
misleading to draw too many firm conclusions, they do offer a valuable insight into the
relationship between own-language communication and consumers’ purchasing behavior.
The unequivocal — if unsurprising to
us — message for global companies is that
consumers do expect to be communicated
with in their own language and that good
communication can be a more compelling
reason to purchase a product than price or
brand recognition alone.

Are You Talkin’ to Me?
Key Findings
More than eight out of ten (81%) respondents expect a company that wants to sell its
products and services in their country to communicate with them in their mother tongue.
When faced with a choice of buying two
similar products, 73% of consumers are more
likely to purchase the one that is supported by
product information in their own language.
Seven out of ten respondents agree that
they will not buy a product if they cannot
understand the packaging.
61% are reluctant to purchase a product if the information has been badly translated into their own language.
More than seven out of ten (71%) respondents are more likely to purchase the
same brand again if the after-sales care is in
their mother tongue.
The top three products and services
that consumers need to be communicated
with in their own language are banking and
3

financial services (86%), pharmaceutical and
beauty products (78%) and consumer electronics (73%).
These are closely followed by business
equipment (71%), home entertainment (71%),
and computer hardware and software (71%).
Only 43% of respondents would buy a
global brand that does not provide product
information in their own language in preference to a relatively unknown brand that does
provide information in their own language.
When faced with the choice of buying
two similar products, only a third would be
more likely to purchase the cheaper one even
if it does not have product information in
their mother tongue.
Of the 39 languages covered in the survey, product communication in their own
language is most important to Portuguese
speakers. They are closely followed by Spanish
and German speakers.
The Baltic States and the Scandinavians
feel the least strongly that product communication should be in their mother tongue.
The older the respondents, the more
they want to be communicated with in their
own language.
There is a correlation between the respondent’s knowledge of English and the need
to be communicated with in their mother
tongue. 98% of those with no knowledge of
English want to be communicated with in
their own language as do three-quarters of
those who speak fluent English.

Consumers’ Decision-making
Pr ocess When Pur chasing
Let’s look at these findings in a little
more detail, starting with the respondents’
levels of agreement with the 15 statements
that we put to them.
The clear message from the responses
to the first six statements is that global companies that choose not to localize are either
brave or foolish. Consumers clearly expect to
be communicated with in their own language and are more likely to buy products supported by communication in their mother
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Your decision-making process when purchasing
1 = disagree strongly, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree,
4 = agree, 5 = agree strongly

% Agree
Average
or Agree
mark
Strongly

Statement
1. My expectation is that any company that wants to sell its products and services in my country should communicate with me in my own language.
2.When faced with the choice of buying two similar products,I am more likely to
purchase the one that is supported by product information in my own language.
3. I will not buy a product if I cannot understand the packaging.
4. I am more likely to purchase the same brand again if the after-sales
care is in my own language.
5. I am more likely to purchase from companies that reply to my enquiry
e-mails and phone calls in my own language.
6. I am reluctant to buy a product if the information has been badly
translated into my own language.
7. I will not buy a product if the packaging or product information contains
imagery, symbols or language that I find culturally unacceptable.
8. If I want a specific item, I am able to decide which product to buy even if
the product information is not in my own language.

4.2

81

3.98

73

3.92

70

3.87

71

3.65

61

3.64

61

3.43

52

3.3

54

3.24

43

10. I am able to decide which consumer electronic product to buy even if the
product information is not in my language.
11. I will only purchase something if the instruction manual is in my language.

3.18

49

3.01

37

12. I will not buy a product for which the information provided is in the
language of one of my neighboring countries but not my own.

2.9

34

13. I am increasingly using the internet to purchase goods and services.

2.9

40

14. When faced with the choice of buying two similar products, I am more
likely to purchase the one that is cheaper even if it does not have product
information in my own language.

2.87

33

15. I will only make a purchase via a website if the site is in my own language.

2.75

19

9. I would purchase a global brand with a good reputation that does not provide product information in my own language in preference to a littleknown brand that does provide product information in my language.

4

tongue. Conversely, they are put off by incomprehensible packaging and poor translation,
particularly in the Asia-Pacific region.
Just over half (52%) of the overall sample
would not buy a product if the packaging or
product information contained culturally
unacceptable imagery, symbols or language,
but this rises to 74% in the Asia-Pacific region.
Perhaps the other worrying response for
global companies is that own-language product communication appears to be a stronger
influence on purchasing behavior than brand
loyalty. Only 43% would buy a reputable
global brand without own-language communication in preference to a little-known brand
with localized marketing communication.
Again, it would take a brave or foolish company
to ignore the 57% of consumers who favor
good communication over brand appeal.
A surprising finding was that, in spite of
the fact that 82.4% of respondents have access
to the internet, only 40% of them are increasingly using it to purchase goods and services.
The only two languages where a majority of
respondents are using the internet more are
French (56%) and German (52%).
Looking at the table on page 6, it is not
surprising that wealth and health are the most
important areas where consumers want products and services to be localized. Sophisticated
and complex products that consumers need to
understand from both a technical and operational perspective are the next most important.
Clearly, instruction manuals, user guides and
helpdesks in the consumer’s own language are
important when big-ticket items such as laptops and digital cameras are being purchased.
The least important products from a
localization perspective are sports and exercise

Over 100 Languages and
Dialects Covered
• Translation, localization, interpreting and
voice-overs
• Technical, commercial and copywriting
language services
• Multilingual typesetting and formatting
• Competitive rates and translation memory discounts
• Multi-language, multi-stage projects a specialty
• Dedicated project managers
• Clients include Wells Fargo, Tyco, General Motors
and Berlitz
Members of American Translators Association, Institute
of Translation and Interpreting, Better Business Bureau

translate4me, Inc.

The Tool
You Reach For
More Often
• LogiTerm is offered in various versions at very
affordable prices. Powerful search functions, a very
robust alignment tool and very handy data conversion and deformatting tools.
• LogiTrans has been designed to answer the question you may often ask yourself: “Haven’t I seen
this already somewhere?” It allows you to obtain
even more added value from your bitext and fulltext documents.
• LogiTermWeb — A fast and easy way to ensure
consistent terminology and phraseology throughout
your organization.
• TransSearch — A web-based bilingual concordancer.

Terminotix Inc.

9720 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 205
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
310-274-9771 • Fax: 310-274-9431
translation@translate4me.com
http://www.translate4me.com

240 Bank Street, Suite 600
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2P 1X4
613-233-8465 • Fax: 613-233-3995
termino@terminotix.com • http://www.terminotix.com

Spanish

Central and Eastern
European Languages

(European and Latin American)
• Translation of documents and videos
• DTP
• Voice-overs
• Dubbing
• Subtitling
• Web page localization
• Software localization
• Multimedia content localization
• Content management systems
• Website and multimedia design
• Multilingual e-learning platforms
ISO 9001 and ISO 14001
In-house recording studio

Prem Dan, s.l.u.
Plaza del Callao 5, P8, 28013 Madrid, Spain
34-91-547-43-18 • Fax: 34-91-547-43-50
premdan@premdan.com • http://www.premdan.com

ACP Traductera’s mission is to support the entry of
our clients’ products and services into the Central and
Eastern European market by offering reliable and high
quality translation and localization services in all fields
of expertise.
• Document translation service
• Website localization
• Software localization
• Desktop publishing
• Multimedia presentations
Are you thinking of using our services? Test us! We
offer a free sample translation of up to 250 words.

ACP Traductera
Nam. Miru 169/I, 377 01 Jindrichuv Hradec
Czech Republic
420-384-361-300 • Fax: 420-384-361-303
info@traductera.com
http://www.traductera.com
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ISO 9001:2000-certified
Translation Services
Idem Translations, Inc., is a full-service translation/
localization company, specializing in the life sciences,
legal and IT industries since 1983. Our expert translation
teams combine linguistic excellence with strong backgrounds in a variety of fields. We maintain specialized
client glossaries and memory databases to ensure
consistent terminology. Our ISO 9001:2000-certified
translation and quality processes guarantee a service
that meets the highest industry standards. We offer
a unique combination of industry-specific experience,
knowledgeable translation teams and friendly, clientoriented service.

Idem Translations, Inc.
550 California Avenue, Suite 310
Palo Alto, CA 94306
650-858-4336 • Fax: 650-858-4339
info@idemtranslations.com
http://www.idemtranslations.com

15 Years of Well-managed
Brazilian Translations
This is what you get:
• Quality in customer service, deliverables and open
communication
• Responsiveness and ability to adapt to ever
changing requirements
• Customized service with no compromise to
translation quality, even in challenging volumes
• Promptness to raise issues and prevent any
disruptions to project quality
This is what we get:
• Extremely satisfied customers
If you’re not one of them yet, experience the difference!

Follow-Up
Av. Presidente Wilson 165 / Sala 1308
Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil 20030-020
55-21-2524-2994 • Fax: 55-21-2210-5472
info@follow-up.com.br • http://www.follow-up.com.br
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The importance of product communication in the consumers’ own language
1 = not at all important, 2 = not important, 3 = neither important nor unimportant,
4 = important, 5 = very important
% Important
Average
Product or service
or Very
mark
Important
Banking and financial services
4.36
86
Pharmaceutical and beauty products
4.2
78
Consumer electronics — digital cameras and printers, PDAs, MP3 players
3.98
73
Business equipment — photocopiers, printers, fax machines, scanners
3.9
71
Home entertainment — televisions, video and DVD players, radios
3.9
71
Computer hardware and software including laptops
3.9
71
White goods — refrigerators, washing machines, dishwashers,
microwave ovens

3.87

69

Automotives — cars, motorcycles
Mobile phones
Household electrical products — kettles, toasters, hair dryers, fans
Food and beverages
Household products
Computer supplies — ink and laser cartridges, paper, data storage products
Travel and holidays
Hotels and restaurants
Leisure and entertainment activities
Mail-order clothing
Sports and exercise equipment

3.82
3.77
3.74
3.74
3.61
3.6
3.53
3.47
3.39
3.25
3.19

66
66
66
63
59
59
56
54
49
46
42

equipment. Again, this is understandable.
Who needs instructions for a football, a tennis
racket or a pair of trainers? This is an area,
however, where brand imagery and advertising campaigns featuring celebrity sports stars
will be critical to purchasing behavior.

being in their own language, but this could
reflect the fact that, as newly emerging economies, they are so glad to have a choice of consumer goods to purchase that they are presently
less concerned about communication.
Portuguese highlights. Portuguese
(including Brazilian Portuguese) speakers are
the most demanding in their overall expectations that global companies should communicate with them in their own language. Of
the 18 products and services that they were
asked about, the Portuguese think it is important that the product information is in their
own language for 16 of them.
Nearly nine out of ten (88%) Portuguese respondents expect any company that
wants to sell to them should communicate
with them in Portuguese. Nearly eight out of
ten (79%) of them will not buy a product if
they cannot understand the packaging. More
than seven out of ten (71%) are reluctant to
buy products if the product information has
been badly translated.
Spanish highlights. More than nine out
of ten (92%) Spanish (including Latin American Spanish and Catalan) respondents expect
that any company that wants to sell to them
should communicate with them in Spanish.

Language and Regional
Variations
The survey covered 39 languages in total,
and we analyzed the results of six languages
— Dutch, French, Italian, German, Portuguese and Spanish — and five regional language groupings — Asia-Pacific, Baltic States,
Central Europe, Scandinavia and Southern
and Eastern Europe. Other languages included Arabic, Hebrew and Russian.
Although there were many common views
across the locales, it is clear that some are more
demanding than others, notably Portuguese,
Spanish and German speakers. The Scandinavians and the Dutch are less concerned about
localization — perhaps because a significant
percentage of the population in these countries
is multilingual. The Baltic States are the least
concerned about product communication
6
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More than eight out of ten (81%) of
them are more likely to purchase the product
with Spanish product information given a
choice of two similar products. Eight out of
ten are also more likely to purchase the same
brand again if the after-sales care is in
Spanish. Three-quarters (74%) are more
likely to purchase from companies that reply
to their enquiries in Spanish.
German highlights. German respondents consider it important that the marketing communication for ten of the list of 18
products and services covered by the survey
is in German. Only the Portuguese and the
Spanish are more demanding.
Nearly nine out of ten (88%) expect any
company that wants to sell to them to communicate with them in German. More than
three-quarters (76%) are more likely to buy
products supported by information in their
own language and will not buy products if
they cannot understand the packaging.
Nearly eight out of ten (79%) are more
likely to buy a brand again if the after-sales care
is in German. More than two-thirds (68%) are
reluctant to buy products if the information
has been badly translated into German.
Asia-Pacific region highlights. Respondents (Chinese, Japanese, Thai and Indonesian) in this region respond the most
negatively to incomprehensible packaging
and bad translation. 84% will not buy products if they cannot understand the packaging, and 85% are reluctant to buy products if
the information has been badly translated
into their language.
More than eight out of ten (83%) AsiaPacific respondents expect that any company
that wants to sell to them should communicate with them in their own language.
This region is the most sensitive to culturally unacceptable imagery, symbols and language in marketing communication. Nearly
three-quarters (74%) would not buy a product
if they found it culturally unacceptable.
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Expectation that any company that wants to sell to me should
communicate with me in my own language
1
2 (tie)
2 (tie)
4
5 (tie)
5 (tie)
7 (tie)
7 (tie)
9
10
11

Expectations of localization by global companies
Spanish
Portuguese
German
Southern & Eastern European
Central European
Asia-Pacific
French
Baltic States
Dutch
Italian
Scandinavia
All

and contributors to help turn this first step
into a regular and valid source of valuable
international market research. Readers who
are interested in participating may contact
Gordon Husbands, worldwide vice president sales and marketing by e-mail (gordon
_husbands@wordbank.com).

Summar y
From our perspective as marketing
communications localization specialists,
we are not surprised that the findings
strongly indicate that there is no substitute for accurate, idiomatic and highquality translation. They also highlight
some interesting variations in attitudes
among locales, products and services
which global companies would be wise to
investigate further when contemplating
entering new markets.
Wordbank plans to increase the size
and validity of the sample size in future
research and is actively looking for partners
7

% Agree or Agree Strongly
92
88
88
86
83
83
76
76
67
65
58
81

Copies of the abridged version of Are
You Talkin’ to Me?, an international market
study into the impact of language on a consumer’s purchasing behavior, are available by
e-mailing surveys@wordbank.com or visiting the Wordbank website at http://www
.wordbank.com Ω
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What is a localization kit, and why
would you need one? Isn’t organizing a localization project time consuming enough? Why
would you want to go through all your organizational details and put them into a LocKit?
Well, experience shows that projects that
work with a LocKit — one that is available to
everybody — are running much more
smoothly and that any upcoming issue can be
dealt with much faster and in a more organized way than in projects without a LocKit.
A localization project consists of many
different organizational details — who will
be translating, proofreading and testing how
many words and deliver them when to
whom. The place where all this information
comes together is on the project manager’s
(PM) desk. The PM is the one person who
needs to know all these things. But what
about the other players in the project? Is it
enough for them to know just about that one
little part they are concerned with?
The LocKit could cover all organizational details of a project or only parts of it.
The contents can go from the list of
files that need to be translated to a fullfledged mirror of your localization project
management. You decide for yourself how
much of a kit you need for your project, but,
if you decide to create one, here are a few
things you might want to include.
When planning a localization project,
the PM needs to take many elements into
account: milestones, handoff and hand-back
dates, holiday planning; staffing and skill sets
of the staff; financial planning; tool sets for
file conversion, translation of text and localization of software and graphics; tool interfaces for moving data from one tool set to
another; and communication channels.
The job of PM is very demanding. Many
things can — and will — not go as expected.
Therefore, it might be better for all participants of the project to have an overview of
what happens before and after that specific
part that they themselves are working on.

Assembling
a Localization Kit
Angelika Zer faß
Step 1: The Localization Plan
Give an overview of the project:
• Product description
• Product name, purpose
• Website
• Releases up-to-now/previous versions
• Overall word count
• Localized versions up-to-now
• What languages
• Who was/is responsible for certain
languages or locales
• Teams
• Name and position of team members
• Area of responsibility
• Organization chart
• Timeline
• Project scope
• Milestones

Step 2: Pr oject Str uctur e,
File List
Now you would want to go into more
detail regarding the localization itself, for
example, who does what and when to which
file, where does it come from in what format,
to whom does it go, what will happen to the
file and when will it come back or be delivered to the next step.
You might include the purpose of each file
and whether or not it needs to be translated.
The chart “Flow Chart for Localization
Project” is an example of how that might look.

(Additional hint: use the international
date format for all dates in your plan and let
your team members know about it. This will
reduce confusion in international teams.)
Add information on handoff and handback procedures to this list:
• information on file naming conventions and folder structures
• receive/send files by mail or download from/upload to ftp
• sender of files gets files back or files
are to be passed on to the next process
step (name, position, delivery date)
• add details as to which files are to be
translated into what language (often
there are parts that are not translated
for one or two languages but need to
be translated for all others)
This overview will help everybody to
understand who created a file so that anyone can get back to that person if there are
problems with the file (file cannot be
opened, conversion does not work, content
is misleading or not clear, questions on terminology and so on) and who will be working on that file afterwards.
The level of detail for a table such as
this depends on the size of the project and
the number of people working on it.
If, for example, you expect many updates
to the files, then this table will need to be updated with the newest information frequently
so that everybody knows that he or she is working on the most current version of the file.

Flow Chart for Localization Project
File

Creator

Purpose of file

Handoff to
translation

Translator

Tasks

Install.fm
(FrameMaker)

Sue

Installation
guide

2005-09-09

Harry

Convert for
TM tool
Translate

ABC_install.fm
(FrameMaker)
ABC_install.pdf

Sue

Previous version
of Install.fm
(reference only)

Online Help
(Batch of 25 files, file
names see separate e-mail)

Jim

HTML-Help

2005-09-09

Ellen

Translate
Proofread

8

Handoff to
Hand-back
Proofreader/
proofreading/
to PM
tester
testing
2005-09-12

2005-09-25

Barbara
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Content Management
With Translation Capability
Others are still talking about ultimate integration.
Heartsome is well into it — a cross-platform CMS fully
integrated with translation productivity software. The
Heartsome Content Manager efficaciously combines a
multilingual content server, a versatile translation
memory server and a complete set of translation tools.
Translators, translation vendors and corporate teams are
free to work in Linux, Mac or Windows interface.
Heartsome’s translation tools are available as
separate and distinct products.
Visit our website at http://www.heartsome.net

Announcing the
Internationalization
Readiness Partner Program
Basis Technology is joining forces with leading
localization companies to deliver comprehensive internationalization services to a wide variety of clients.
Through Basis Technology’s Internationalization
Readiness Partner Program, localization experts can
offer clients a suite of internationalization assessment
services designed to meet a range of needs and budgets.
Clients benefit from the opportunity to tackle internationalization issues hand-in-hand with their trusted
localization partners. Localization companies benefit
from an increased breadth of services and generous
referral fees.
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Localization Tool for
PowerBuilder Applications
Enable changes the active language of PowerBuilder
software dynamically during runtime. Our localization
technology enhances the developer’s application
framework, rapidly capturing (various formats) text
for translation. After minimal one-time changes, the
source code compiles into a multilingual application.
Developers and localizers alike prefer Enable’s
focused and cost-effective approach to user interface
localization over other, more generic tools.
Enable is the correct choice for both new projects
and new versions of existing PowerBuilder software.

Heartsome Holdings Pte. Ltd.

Basis Technology Corp.

Enable

190 Middle Road, #19-05 Fortune Centre
Singapore 188979
65-68261179
sales@heartsome.net • http://www.heartsome.net

150 CambridgePark Drive, Cambridge, MA 02140
617-386-2000 • Fax: 617-386-2020
partnerprogram@basistech.com
http://www.basistech.com

Via Gorgo 48/C, 30030, Caltana
Venice, Italy
39-041-5730206 • Fax: 39-041-5730206
info@enable-pb.com • http://www.enable-pb.com

Déjà Vu X, Without Ties

TripleInk: Translations for
Global Markets

Arabic SLV-LQA
Service Providers
SALT Group announces its expanded capabilities
to include both localization and quality assurance
services in a one-stop portal as Arabic linguistic SLV
(single language vendor) and LQA (language quality
assurance) experts.
We guarantee:
• The quality you seek
• The timely delivery you require
• The cost-effective budget you are looking for
We are your trusted, reliable resource whenever
Arabic language is your target.

S.A.L.T Group Co.
24 El Arayes Buildings, App. 2, New Maadi
Cairo, Egypt 11435
202-7058248 • Fax: 202-7058248
info@saltgroup.org • http://www.saltgroup.org

There is a translation memory system alternative, a
real alternative, without any strings — Déjà Vu X.
Switching to Déjà Vu X is a breeze thanks to TRADOS
Workbench filters and support for current TMX standards.
All your hard-earned translation memories and terminology databases can be easily imported into Déjà Vu.
You’ll find a full product range and a well-structured
upgrade path as your needs change and grow. See
www.atril.com or call 617-273-8266.
Maintain your independence. You’ve earned it.

TripleInk is a multilingual communications agency
that provides industrial and consumer products
companies with precise translation and multilingual
production services for audio-visual, interactive and print
media. From technical documentation to advertising,
we offer complete, integrated communication
solutions. Employing a total quality management
process along with state-of-the-art technology
resources, our knowledgeable project managers and
international communication professionals deliver the
comprehensive services you need to meet your global
business objectives — on target, on time and on budget.

Atril

TripleInk

Independence Wharf, 4th Floor
470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, MA 02210
617-273-8266
usasales@atril.com • http://www.atril.com

60 South 6th Street, Suite 2600
Minneapolis, MN 55402
612-342-9800 • Fax: 612-342-9745
quote@tripleink.com
http://www.tripleink.com
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For larger projects you might consider
creating a dedicated website for the localization kit and putting up the most current information there instead of sending out e-mails
to everybody.
Or take a look at project management
tools that allow online access to project
information with different views depending
on your role in the project (client, translator,
proofreader, PM and so on).

Step 3: Tools
In localization projects there are usually
many different tools being used, and compatibility is often an issue.
Just imagine a project such as this (well,
you probably won’t have to imagine very
hard, as this is a real-life scenario):
• Software files
• Online help files (RTF)
• Website (HTML...)
• Documentation (FrameMaker moving to XML in parts)
• Marketing and packaging material
(QuarkXPress and InDesign for
Macintosh)
• Readme files (TXT)

LOCALIZATION
• And more.

Files and their way through the localization process. It is very easy to lose track
of a file and its path through the localization
process, so it is best to write it down. This
will also help you not to miss a step along
the way.
Also, if something goes wrong in the
process, it will help you to find the point from
where the problem originated more quickly.
Tools — versions, builds and settings.
For all tools being used in the project, give a
detailed description on version and settings.
Also, keep an eye on the availability of the tools.
Even different versions of the same
tools can cause problems.
Example: The author uses version 6 of
an authoring tool, but the person who does
the target language layout only has version 4
and cannot open the file after translation.
Sometimes it is enough to save the
original to a lower version number before
translation starts, but sometimes this is not
possible as information will get lost. So, the
layout specialist might have to upgrade to a
more recent version, or somebody else will
have to be planned in to do the target language layout.

10

Make a list of:
• tool name, version number to be used
• where do team members get the
tools/licenses?
• who will support if problems are
encountered with the tool?
• tool description
• what does the tool do?
• who will use it?
• what other tools/environments
need to be installed to be able to
work with this tool?
• training material for members of
the team that work with this tool
for the first time
• tool usage
• list the functionalities that are
going to be used
• details on correct settings
• known issues (for example, version 5
of tool A does not work on Win98
and so on)

Step 4: Miscellaneous
Apart from files to be translated, there
is much information that will make it easier
for your translators to do a good job.

GETTING
STARTED
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Process for One File Type
Marketing
material

Conversion

Extraction
of text

Translate

Import translated text to
QuarkXPress on PC

Conversion

Layout

QuarkXPress 6
Macintosh

Convert to
PC format

Use XYZ
plug-in

Use ABC tool

Use XYZ plug-in or
copy/paste

Convert to Mac
format

QuarkXPress 6
Macintosh

Preparation/conversion/localization
of files:
• templates or fonts needed to work on
the files (for example, when desktop
publishing [DTP] files need to be
opened in the DTP application to
extract the translatable texts).
• translation memories (TMs) of the
previous version or similar projects. If
these are not available, provide source
and target files from previous projects
that might be used in an alignment
process to create the pairs of source
sentences and target sentences that
are used by the TM tools.
• provide your word counts and ask the
translators to create a word count as well
before they start translating. Different
tools count words differently, and, even
if you use the same tool, different settings might impact the word count.
• checklists and testing scripts for
translators, proofreaders, layout specialists, software testers and so on.
Reference material:
• information on previous versions of
the product, if available (list issues
with certain languages and how they
were solved).
• glossary of source language terms, if
possible with definitions and context
examples or graphics/screenshots. Mark
any term that must not be changed for
the target languages.
• bilingual/multilingual glossaries if available (but be prepared for terminological
questions and change requests — set up
an approval process for change requests
or requests to add new terminology).
• provide a PDF version of the original
file for files that will be converted for
translation that the translator will not
be able to see in layout during translation with his/her translation tools. This
can help the translator to decide how
much space there is available for a translation, for example. If you are translating online-help files, add a compiled
version of the source help system.
• product overview and reference material, marketing brochures, even though
this might not have to be translated. It
helps to understand the whole project.
• information on the target audience
(choice of words can be quite different

if you translate for end users or more
technically oriented personnel).
• style guides for the use of company specific terminology (what terms are not to
be translated, use of nonbreaking spaces
and so on) and target language usage.
Contact information for:
• PM and PM substitute
• developers for questions during software localization
• authors for questions during document localization
• graphics specialists for questions during graphics localization
• terminology specialist
• technical support for questions on
installation and handling of tools
required for translation/localization/
testing and so on
Communication:
• if contacting team member X, who
needs to be sent copies?
• whom do you contact for terminological questions, technical issues, regarding communication problems with
other team members and so on?
• templates for bug reports, status reports, terminology change request
forms, checklists to sign off after a
quality assurance step
• escalation procedures: who decides
what will be done if there is no agreement between team members?
Process descriptions:
• conversions, macros to be run, text to
be hidden or selected to be translated
or not to be translated, insertion of
comments from the developer
• quality assurance cycle with internal
and external resources if, for example,
a second pass of proofreading is done
by the in-country subsidiaries of the
customer (who implements the
requested changes into the term lists,
TM databases, final files)
• terminology approval process
• information on how to deal with
expected issues such as text expansion, inconsistencies in source language terminology and so on
• exchange of TM data and terminology
data between the tools for translation
of software and documentation
• information on issues that have not
been resolved yet
11

Summar y
It looks like a lot of work, doesn’t it? But,
all this you’ll have to do anyway when you plan
a localization project, so why not collect it here?
Giving your team more direct access to all
project steps means there are more eyes to spot
possible problems along the way, which is a
good thing, and creating a localization kit helps
you to work in a logical and organized way.
As with every document, keep your target
audience in mind. A software tester, a translator
and a layout specialist all have different things
they need to know in different technical detail.
Experience shows that projects that used a
LocKit have to deal with far fewer problems
during the project than those not using one.
It will clarify the project scope for everybody, facilitate communication and help deal
more easily with any issue that comes up.
Good luck with your next project! Ω
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Working W ith
V ir tual Teams
Julia Astashkina
Technology and business globalization
are fundamentally reshaping our lives and the
way we manage projects. Many localization
companies today work with overseas vendors
and multinational offices of their own.
I talked to scores of executives and
project managers in the localization industry, and all of them agree that along with
cost saving benefits, there are major challenges in working with virtual teams. Based
on my findings, the top six challenges in
working with virtual project teams include
time differences, common goals, workflow
incompatibilities, ineffective leadership,
accountability and communications.

T ime Dif fer ences
“I am constantly on the road,” says
Renato Beninatto from Common Sense
Advisory. “My team is based in three countries and four time zones. The most challenging aspect of working virtually is that
you cannot just walk down the hall and
praise someone for good work or ask him or
her to handle an issue for you. Sharing the
burden of tasks is sometimes the hardest
thing for me.”
A cascade of technological and social
advances has created a world where it is easy
to share project information regardless of
time and geography. A project manager in
my native Latvia has the same access to
information, software and tools as his or her
peer in India or Boston. Yet armed with
Outlook, internet, collaborative technologies
and wireless gizmos, project teams still have
communications problems. I have a client
who works for a major telecommunications
company, and his office is about an hour
away from mine. He refuses to use e-mail or
FTP when we start working on a new project. He insists on meeting in person and
going over what needs to get done in person.
When I ask him why, he says, “It’s just easier
to show.” He has a point.
Igor Razumeiko, a project lead at Good
Technology, a Silicon Valley-based telecommunications startup, leads virtual teams
whose members are based in Poland and

India. Razumeiko points out that time difference is the number one problem when
working virtually. He says that team identity
is crucial in creating a sense of unity, and
this is what allows him to expect his team
members to stay up late to connect to overseas team members.

Common Goals

overseas site and very informal in my USbased home office. In practice, my colleagues in Europe wanted to see all the
project information documented and input
into the system. They refused to start work
without formal requests. This presented
quite a challenge and required many days
to clear up and define what the problem
was. Establishing the ground rules up front
and clarity about logistics will save time in
such situations.

Razumeiko is touching on the most
exciting part of team building in a shrinking
world: team members located in different
Inef fective Leadership
sites might have different operating procedures and work processes, but they need to
A team is the most important element
internalize a common objective that
of a localization business. Tangible
they are trying to achieve. Alphysical assets in the localization
ignment, ownership and acenvironment are as important
countability are crucial to the
as intangible assets that re“The most
success of a team project.
side primarily in the brains
Team identity is crucial in
of team members. Mulchallenging
aspect
of
creating a sense of unity.
ticultural environments
To begin, name the
high creativity levworking virtually is that with
team together and forels demand effective
mulate a mission stateyou cannot just walk down leadership that will
ment central to the
continuously develop,
group. A team website
the hall and praise someone motivate and engage
or a web-based group
people. Not that long
creates a centralized for good work or ask him or ago, one of the manspace for sharing inforagers with whom I was
her to handle an issue
mation, a virtual water
working offered to sing
cooler with memory, and is
to me when asked about
for you.”
the easiest way to promote
motivation. Singing is not
quite what I had in mind.
cohesiveness among team
Building rapport, coaching and
members. A team logo couldn’t
inspiring people are just as imporhurt either.
tant as implementing new technology
and bringing in new clients. Remote leadWorkflow Incompatibilities
ership and mentoring those not in your
Teams located in different sites, even
immediate environment require fine-tuned
at the same company, may have different
soft leadership skills such as listening, manstandard operating procedures and work
aging relationships, building trust and
processes. For example, one site may
motivating people.
specifically define the project phases and
Periodic inventories, benchmarking
milestones within its procedures, while
and investment in employee training will
another team may not. In such situations
ensure that the team performs at the top of
the communications between the teams
its capacity. The best leaders find innovative
will most likely be unclear.
ways to reach out to people not in the
I worked for a localization vendor
immediate vicinity and build up the remote
where workflow was very formal in an
team rapport.
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Accountability
When the world is shrinking, we can
innovate without having to physically move
from one location to another. This doesn’t
mean, however, that managers should practice an “out of sight, out of mind” mentality.
If flying out team members for personal
introductions is not economically reasonable, managers should at least spend time
introducing people to each other and perhaps create profiles with pictures that would
tell more about team members. Lionbridge,
for example, has an employee directory with
pictures and personal interests included.
There is much to be said for creativity.
Juan Santana, a CEO of Jungle Communications, once sent a bottle of California wine
to his overseas partner to celebrate the successful completion of a project. “Team members who enjoy their work together are more
productive,” says Santana.
When a team member doesn’t have a
manager around to make sure a task is completed, sometimes things don’t get done. This
can be addressed by developing specific, measurable, agreed-upon, realistic and time-specific
(SMART) objectives established by the manager and agreed upon by all team members.
Due to other priorities, team members
may miss project meetings and conference
calls. In virtual teams, the transmitting of
messages is receiver controlled, and the
receiver can choose to ignore the messages at
any given time. These types of problems are a
sure sign of the lack of commitment and trust
among team members. It is important to
build up trust with team members so that
they feel comfortable discussing such issues as
family matters and other personal priorities.

GUIDE
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medium to be used by the team and a coding
scheme indicative of priority and embed it in
communications — for example, 411 is for
information only, and 911 has highest priority. This will help each team member who may
be assigned to multiple projects and has to
juggle multiple priorities.

Conclusion
Virtual project work by nature drives
the localization business. The goal of virtual

teams is to combine the hard and soft
aspects of project management to fulfill
localization business objectives.
While virtual teams can help reduce
costs, this kind of project management
structure requires appropriate leadership
skills to support it. Virtual teams can perform equally well as local teams, but localization managers need to be clear about
project objectives, mission and communication dynamics. Ω

ARE YOU TALKIN’ TO ME?
More than eight out of ten consumers expect global companies that want to sell
their products and services in their country to communicate with them in their
own language.
If you still need persuading that localizing your
marketing communications produces
a good return on investment (ROI),
just consider these findings
from “Are you talkin’ to me?
An international market
study into the impact of
language on a consumer’s
purchasing behaviour”:
• 75% of those who
speak English fluently as
a foreign language want
to be communicated
with in their mother
tongue
• 70% won’t buy a product if they cannot understand the packaging

Communications
On a recent trip to Riga, Latvia, I realized
that people were not accustomed to using
“excuse me” and “thank you” everywhere I
went. For Americans, politeness is a norm, and
so it is for Latvians, but it might not be
expressed in the way Americans are used to.
For my Latvian friends, the ultimate faux pas
would be wearing jeans to a business meeting
or failing to bring a business gift for a prospective customer, rather than failing to say “excuse
me.” Acknowledging cultural differences and
educating your virtual teams about communication norms will dramatically increase your
team’s effectiveness.
Have you known anyone with a cell
phone, three e-mail addresses and a multitude
of fancy wireless gadgets who still fails to
respond to messages on time? Do not let this
plague your team. Establish a communication

• 61% are reluctant to buy a
product if the communication has
been badly translated.
For an abridged version of the Wordbank survey findings, please email
surveys@wordbank.com or visit our website at www.wordbank.com

Wordbank LLC
600 17th Street, Suite 2800
Denver, Colorado 80202
United States
Tel: 1 720 359 1580
Email: word_usa@wordbank.com

www.wordbank.com
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Wordbank Limited

Wordbank KFT

33 Charlotte Street
London W1T 1RR
United Kingdom

SAS Building, 2nd Floor
Room 252
1054 Budapest
Sas u. 10-12 Hungary

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7903 8800
Email: word@wordbank.com

Tel: +36 1 301 8720
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Steps in localization projects range from
“what is to be localized,” “who performs the
localization” and “monitoring the localization
progress” to “how to assure quality.” This article covers the essential questions to be
answered before a localization project can be
started and provides a step-by-step overview
of the phases of a localization project.

Step-by-step
Localization

Befor e You Star t

Eva Müller

Before you can start to localize a software
product, you have to consider:
What has to be localized? A localization
project can include localization of the user
interface, the printed documentation and the
online help or any combination of these three.
If you restrict localization to the user interface,
users will have to cope with two languages —
the user interface language and the documentation language. This reduces the user-friendliness of the product.
Is my software fit for localization? The
internationalization level of the software to be
localized has an impact on the localizability of
the software. Support of Unicode enables you
to display any character. A fixed form layout
complicates the localization process since you
have to deal with truncated user interface texts
and introduce abbreviations. Consider that
graphical elements and color schemes are not
universally applicable. Their meaning depends
on the target language and culture. A fixed
report layout leads to similar problems as a
fixed form layout. When you integrate thirdparty tools, check if the tools are available in
your target languages.
Has my documentation been written
for localization? Documentation also has to
fulfill localization requirements. The use of
consistent wording is a time-saver and moneysaver. Writing for an international audience
means providing examples without local references. If documentation is compiled according
to the single-source concept, various output
formats can be provided from one source.
Otherwise, you must localize your documentation per output format.

What are the target languages? Depending on the target languages, the translation
can be performed by internal or external
resources. If there was a previous similar
translation from your current source language into the target language, you should
use the translation memories (TMs) of the
other translation.
Is my localization kit up to date? All
information required for the localization
must be provided as a localization kit to the
translators. A kit covers all localization features and is target language-oriented. It
includes a description of workflow and
tools to be used and style guides for user
interface and documentation. The glossary
of terms with definitions serves as an introduction to the product and supports the
translator in the terminology definition in
the target language.

Phases of a Pr oject
Phases in a localization project are project setup, translator training, terminology
definition, user interface translation, test of
user interface translation, documentation
translation, review of documentation translation, finalization of documentation translation and lessons learned.
Phase 1: Project setup. The basis for
managing any project, including localization,
is the project plan. Set up your project plan
with milestones, time buffers and constraints.
To estimate the effort, count the words
of the user interface and the documentation

Terminology
Internationalization. The process of planning and implementing products and services so that they
can easily be adapted to specific local languages and cultures. The term is sometimes shortened to i18n
(i + 18 letters + n).
Localization. The process of adapting a product or service to a particular language, culture and desired
local “look-and-feel.” The term is sometimes shortened to l10n (l + 10 letters + n).
Pseudo-localization. A procedure for checking if all user interface texts are internationalized. Add a
common prefix to all user interface texts, run the application and check if all user interface texts are
starting with the prefix. User interface texts without the prefix are not internationalized.
Single-source concept. Documentation according to single-source concept means using a common source
to provide documentation in several output formats (printed manual, online help).
Translation memory system. A translation memory (TM) system is a tool for computer-aided translation. The TM stores the original text and its human translation in manageable units. The TM system proposes the translation whenever the same or a similar unit occurs again.
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to be translated; add times for translation
preparation and review.
Typical milestones are preparation of
user interface translation, translation of user
interface, test of translated user interface,
preparation of documentation translation,
translation of documentation, review of translated documentation, completion of documentation translation, compilation of online
help and test of translated online help.
Include time buffers to each task to
avoid running out of time. The buffer length
depends on the task itself. If your effort estimation is quite rough, provide a longer
buffer than for a task which can be estimated closely. For example, terminology
definition for a new product in a language
you have not supported so far will take
more time than definition of new terms in
an already supported language for which
the terminology research has not been complex in the past.
Constraints such as project end, money
and resources apply to each task.
Phase 2: Translator training. A translator’s first contact with your software should
not be the translation of a context-less list of
words. Instead, train the translators in the
software to be localized.
Invite the translators to your site to participate in a standard user training course or
provide translators’ training. Use this training to establish a relationship on a personal
basis. Because the translators might reside in
another time zone, country or even continent, the training could be a computer-based
training, a simulation or a demonstrator version located on your website.
If you cooperate with a translation
agency, provide a teach-the-trainer course in
order to train a representative of the translation agency. The representative will then train
the translators. The representative will also
provide a first-level support for the translator’s problems and will contact you only if he
or she cannot solve a translator’s problem.
In addition to the training, introduce
your localization kit so that the translators
become familiar with your style guide and the
workflow they should follow.
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Phase 3: Terminology definition. In
versions. If possible, a translator other than the
project documents with yet undefined terdocumentation’s translator should review the
minology, the use of a consistent terminoltranslated manuals.
ogy will only be achieved after various
In addition to the linguistic check, the
cost-intensive iterations. Define the basic
review must ensure the consistency between
terminology to be used for translation of
user interface and documentation. This conthe user interface and the documentation.
sistency is important. It supports the user in
Terminology databases
The basic terminology includes
locating the description of a user
$set 5
button labels, menus, functions and 7 "d" $international unit for precision (digit)
interface’s form in the manual and
concepts used in the software.
vice versa.
16 "DISY Integrated Weighing" $do not edit or translate
Phase 4: User interface transla- 54 " Scale " $first and last character must be spaces
Consistent wording throughtion. After defining the basic termi- 59 "Error" $dialog box title
out the whole manual improves
nology, start to localize the software.
the navigation in both the printed
Context-less string resource file with comments
User interface localization can be
version and online help. If you
performed with support of a localizawrite Click OK to close the data
tion tool or by translating string
form and To close the data form
resource files. Software localization
click the OK button, the translator
tools work the way translation tools do,
might be misled and assume difwith the segmentation rules applying
ferent concepts because of the difto user interface strings rather than to
ferent wording.
Completeness of user interface translation
sentences. A software localization tool
Another documentation comsupports the user in the definition of
ponent used for navigation is the
unique menu hotkeys and offers to disindex. Misdirection and less userplay the form currently being localized.
friendliness will be consequences of
When the software can only be
inconsistent index entries.
Lessons learned log
localized by translating string resource
Phase 8: Finalize documentafiles out of context, additional information translation. After completion and
tion must be provided to the translators.
review of the documentation translation,
The localization kit should include a
you can finalize the documentation.
description of the syntax of the string
Insert the graphics in the docuresource files and how to deal with conments, perform the final formatting,
trol characters. Add comments to the
update the table of contents and index
entries in the string resource files to proand compile the online help.
vide their context. To ease the interpretaPhase 9: Lessons learned. This
Consistent index entries
tion of context-less strings, provide
phase applies to every project, not just
screen captures in the source language.
Since text length varies in different lanlocalization projects. Review your lessons
Always reserve time for translators’
guages, a visual check of all forms and reports
learned log.
questions.
is required. This check ensures that text is not
Check the translators’ problem reports
Phase 5: Test of user interface translatruncated due to its length.
and questions to identify possible enhancetion. To achieve your own product requireA further visual check covers the display
ments that may apply to your processes, workments, it is essential to thoroughly verify the
of language-specific number and date formats.
flow or your source-language documents.
localized version of your software. The user
Phase 6: Documentation translation. If
Continuous Tasks
interface’s translator should preferably peryou localize both the user interface and the
You should continuously execute several
form the test of the localized user interface.
documentation, you should finish and verify
tasks while your localization project is running.
The tester must turn his or her attention
the user interface translation before starting
Always monitor the localization progress
to a wide range of topics.
translation of the documentation. Each modiand check the actual time and effort against
A complete localization is only achieved if
fication of the user interface translation
your project plan on a regular basis so that
all controls (button labels, tooltips, menus, field
requires repetition of testing that translation
you will always be up to date and able to
labels and system messages) are translated.
with all its checks. So, provide enough time for
adjust your project plan in time.
Hotkeys and shortcuts for menus and diathe tests of the user interface translation.
When receiving translators’ problem
log controls must be unique within their scope.
For reference purposes the translator
reports, answer promptly. This will be the
Naming of forms and controls must be
needs the localized software or the entire sysbasis for a good cooperation between you
consistent. Do not switch between different
tem as screen captures. As a first step to
and the translator. Also check the questions
naming schemes such as Master data of user
achieve consistency between system and docufor misunderstandings. The translator is the
vs. Calendar master data. Use either Master
mentation, import the localized user interface
first user of your user interface texts and
data of user and Master data of calendar or
texts into the TM that you will use for the docdocumentation and therefore acts like a
User master data and Calendar master data.
umentation translation.
guinea pig. Depending on the kind of misCheck messages for consistent wording.
And always reserve time for translators’
understanding, you will have to update your
This requires consistent wording in the
questions.
user interface text and documentation.
source language since the translator cannot
Phase 7: Review of documentation
Enter every incident in your lessons
know that you mean the same thing when
translation. Your documentation quality and
learned log on a regular basis. Do not wait
you use different terms.
usability requirements also apply to localized
17
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until the project is completed. You will certainly miss some entries. Annotate the entries
with meaningful descriptions.
Check all partial delivery and the translators’ problem reports for consistent wording
and spelling of the translated text. Testing at
an early stage is the key to reducing costs.

Conclusions
The following statements will help you to
establish a professional localization process.
Early centralized definition of the terminology to be used helps to prevent multiple
correction iterations. Iterations require the
repetition of several steps.
The user interface must have been thoroughly tested before documentation can be
translated or you will risk creating correction
tasks for a not-yet-completed translation.
Full briefing of external resources usually
saves time. Terminology definition without
context will definitely lead to faulty terms.
Localization cannot fix all defects of the
source version. Wrong terms in the source language can be replaced by correct terms in the
target language. On the other hand, a nonlocalizable string remains non-localizable.
Be aware of differences in text length in
your target language. Page breaks and the
number of pages vary from language to language. User interface texts must be shortened,
especially when you translate from English
into Romanic languages.
Talk to developers at an early stage if
localization is difficult or even impossible so
that the situation can be solved.
High quality in internationalization and
localization reduces the effort for customer
support in the long run. Ω
Checklist for Localization Projects
Provide all information your translators need to
minimize misunderstandings.
Identify risks and take them into account in the
project plan to set up a realistic project plan.
Use the rule of thumb user interface: 30%,
documentation: 70% to make a rough estimate.
Define a consistent document archive for the
various file types (incoming, outgoing,
pre-tested, tested and final version).
Perform pseudo-localization of user interface
texts before localizing to identify nonlocalizable user interface texts.
Update your localization kit to provide your
translators with adequate information.
Maintain your lessons learned log to collect
possible enhancements for upcoming
localization projects.
Give quick and efficient answers to the
translators’ questions to keep the translation
process running.
Check your timetable and provide a buffer to
avoid having tasks on the critical path and
being late on your project.

LOCALIZATION

An Over view of Tools
Romina Marazzato
If you are new to the localization industry and
if you have been asking around about technology,
the answers may have overwhelmed you. Indeed,
there are more than 300 tool options to apply to the
different stages of the localization process. But there
is some rhyme and reason to the myriad of tools,
and not all stages in your process will require the
same intensity of tool application.
Among different approaches to tool classification, a good start is to look at the (ideal) chronology
of a localization project and classify tools according
to project stages: initiation, planning, production,
monitoring, and completion stages. For simplicity,
we will align each stage to one type of tools.
In the initiation and completion stages,
clients and vendors communicate and exchange
initial and final deliverables using communications
tools that range from general networking, e-mailing
and databasing technology to specialized workflow
and content management applications.
For the planning stage, management, preparation and auxiliary tools are used for scheduling,
budgeting and product preparation. Many times
these functions are included in localization packages. But as standalone tools in this category we
can include language identifiers such as Lextek by
Lextek International with identification capabilities
for more than 250 languages; format and encoding
converters such as Filtrix by Blueberry Software,
which converts text and graphics for formats such
as FrameMaker, Word, HTML, WordPerfect, and
Interleaf; ENLASO Localization Tools (Rainbow,
Album, Horizon, Olifant) by ENLASO, which provide text extraction, encoding conversion, XLIFF
and TMX utilities; word counting tools such as
freebudget and WebBudget by Aquino Software
that provide word counting and budgeting capabilities for rtf, txt, SGML, XML and HTML files.
Ideally, your offering has been designed
global or has been properly internationalized or
enabled to accommodate the desired target locales.
More often than not, you will need to take internationalization steps to streamline the upcoming
localization process. So, we will include internationalization tools among the preparation tools.
Internationalization tools and technology are usually environment specific and include specialized
Delphi, C++, Java and Visual Basic editors as well
as general HTML and XML editors such as
Macromedia HomeSite and Dreamweaver. Specialized internationalization tools are usually
designed to locate, extract, localize or manage, and
restore localizable items, whether they are files,
strings or hard-coded strings. They generate
reports on hard-coded strings, image references,
unsafe calendar use and so on. Among these tools
are Helicon Translator for Delphi (Helicon
Software Development); Localization Guru for
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Visual Basic (Beta Sigma Data Systems); ResMe
String Extractor for Visual Basic (Resource
Mining); and Globalyzer (LingoPort).
We find the most robust specialized localization technology in the production stage because
the tools encompass the most multidisciplinary
aspects of the process and because they integrate
functions from other project stages.
Localization tools are designed to handle
the localization (consisting mostly in visual and
linguistic adaptation) of user interfaces. They
support resource and binary files, in other words,
human-readable files and their machine-readable
counterparts. These tools are designed specifically
for different platforms. The platform with the
highest concentration of tools is Windows, given
its widespread use. But this is changing as clients
and providers discover the possibilities of opensource alternatives. Among tools for Windows
applications are CATALYST (Alchemy Software
Development); Inlocate (Rapid Solution
Software); Language Studio (ATIA); Lingobit
Localizer (Lingobit Technologies); MULTILIZER
(Multilizer); PASSOLO (PASS Engineering); RCWinTrans (Schaudin); SDLinsight (SDL
International); and Visual Localize (Applied
Information Technologies). These tools support
more than resource and binary files. Many also
support Java, HTML and XML. Localization
tools for Macintosh applications include
AppleGlot (Apple) and PowerGlot (PowerGlot).
Many of these tools incorporate multistage
functionalities including project management and
quality control (QC) features. Project management
is generally achieved by creating a localization
environment somewhat independent from the
source (or original) files. Within this environment,
a directory structure pertinent to the localization
process is generated, and intermediate files are
stored there before outputting the localized versions. Also, these tools include a visual editing
environment that provides context for translation
and a pseudo-running application for QC. Specific
QC features include spell checking, identification
of truncation and overlapping, and incorrect or
duplicate assignment of hot keys.
Localization tools also include computerassisted translation (CAT) features in terminology
management and translation memory (TM) components. CAT tools are a category in their own right,
designed to pump up translation productivity by
reducing both content and formatting tasks for
translators. Terminology management tools work
primarily in the content area, reducing research time
and increasing consistency over time and across
projects and teams. They are used for creating terminological databases with various degrees of
sophistication, from multilingual lists that only

include source and target terms to robust multilingual glossaries that include explanations, definitions,
images, client preference information and more.
Many are integrated into TM suites, but they can
also be used as standalone products. Some of them
offer term extraction capabilities, based on a variety
of statistical and morpho-syntactic criteria. Among
the terminology tools are eXtraction Terminology
Suite (Text Mining Solutions or TEMIS); MultiTerm,
a TRADOS component (SDL International);
SystemQuirk, a set of terminology components
developed by the University of Surrey, with a free
beta version; TermStar (STAR); Terminology Wizard
(Synthema); TermBase (MultiCorpora); and
TermWatch (Atril).
TM suites reduce redundant work in both the
content and formatting areas. They “remember”
previously translated text and formatting for later
recycling and reuse. They work by storing text pairs
called translation units (TUs) in a database that can
later be searched when new text for translation is
compared against stored text for exact or similar
occurrences, called 100% and fuzzy matches. The
stretch of original and translated text stored in a
TU usually expands a sentence, as it is easy to create
algorithms for their identification and it is a good
unit of meaning. This is the same mechanism used
in both independent translation suites and components integrated in localization tools.
In addition to original segments of text and
their translations, a TM can store additional information such as the author of the translation, the
date it was created, the editor and date of editing,
the client or document it originated from and so
on. Some tools store all of the TU information in a
separate database file, while others generate it
dynamically from a corpus of bilingual files.
In terms of languages, most tools claim to
support a variety of language pairs and directions.
For instance, it is not the same to go from English
to Japanese as Japanese to English. So, be sure to
ask about the details of the language directions
you need.
Many critics of TM argue that sentence segmentation deprives the translator of adequate context and that therefore final texts lack the cohesion
and coherence that a text processed as a whole
should have, as implications and implicit referential chains are either lost or made “too” explicit.
Some tools address this issue by allowing larger
segmentation: from a corpus of bilingual files,
searching algorithms index the texts and align or
match larger segments of source and target for incontext translation.
Here, too, most tools work in the Windows
domain, but a few are available for other environments. Most TM suites integrate the database capabilities with terminology managers and a variety of
interface options, from third-party interface integration to customized visual interfaces for specific
formats to one integral interface for translation
where only content matters and all formatting is
made irrelevant. As localization tools, some TM
suites create a virtual translation environment
where projects exist while in progress; final outputs
are generated outside this environment.

Most TM tools handle text processing formats (.txt, .doc, .rtf), desktop publishing (DTP)
formats (FrameMaker, Interleaf, QuarkXPress,
PageMaker, Ventura) and SGML, XML and
HTML tagged files. Among the TM suites are
Déjà Vu (Atril); the platform-independent
Heartsome Translation Suite (Heartsome);
MetaTexis (MetaTexis Software and Services);
MultiTrans (MultiCorpora); OmegaT (Java-based
free tool); SDLX (SDL International); Transit XV
(STAR); TRADOS (SDL International); Wordfast,
a low-cost tool for Microsoft Office files under
Mac or PC. Other options exist with more limited
capabilities, either in the functionality offered or
in the language pairs and directions supported.
Some of these include G11NToolKit, an opensource set of Java classes for pre-translation
preparation, and Tramigo (Avral), a localization
solution for Flash files (SWF).
Many of these suites have several versions
available for a variety of implementations, from end
client to language service providers to freelancers.
Like the localization suites, the corporate versions
include additional features for project and workflow
management such as process automation, team
management and customizable components.
An interesting category that has gained
respect over the past ten years is machine translation (MT). It may indeed never work for literary
works, but it proves not only useful but essential
when applied to well-delimited cases with word
counts beyond our human imagination. A myriad
of MT systems has been devised, from generic systems available over the internet to customized solutions that come at a higher price. Generic systems
aim to provide working translations or the gist of
the text, with various degrees of success. Customized systems are carefully crafted for the field,
industry, client and language combination.
MT solutions are highly sensitive to language
combinations, as they rely on a variety of statistical,
grammatical and semantic algorithms, as well as
extensive dictionaries, to perform their tasks. Some
can be integrated today into localization and TM
suites. A few of them are PeTra (Synthema), an
English/Italian system for Windows applications,
e-mail and web translation; TransLinGO! (Fujitsu),
an English/Japanese web translation system;
SDLDesktop Translator, SDLChat Translator and
SDLEnterprise Translation Server (SDL International), which serve a variety of purposes, covering
Western and Northern European languages as well
as Russian and Chinese; SYSTRAN (SYSTRAN), for
European and Asian languages and Arabic, and formats including PDF and web pages.
Besides tools that manage, automate and
integrate content translation, DTP tools are also
used during the production and completion
stages of localization projects. These packages are
not necessarily localization-specific. They include
font management tools for creating, identifying,
editing and converting fonts; graphic tools for
graphic creation and editing; DTP packages for
document creation, editing and publishing; and
screen capture tools to create the screen shots
included in help and tutorial documentation.
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Now we get to the monitoring stage of the
process, where quality assurance (QA) tools are
applied. They are used to automate the testing of
localized offerings. Many of the localization and
TM suites offer integrated and independent QA
features and components, which include testing of
applications and validation of websites. Some
independent tools that help with specific parts of
the process include Quintilian (Terminology
Matters), a terminology verification and processing tool to search and validate terminology in RTF
segmented files; SilkTest (Segue), a testing tool for
Web, Java, and other environments; WinRunner
(Mercury Interactive), a testing tool for Windowsbased applications; XML Validator, (ElCel
Technology), a free XML parser and validator.
Content management (CM) solutions. This
is probably the most controversial category. The
definition, applicability and success of these tools
are under frantic revision. Even the label for this
category is still unstable: some companies refer to
their solutions as CM, multilingual CM, or globalization management; they all look to automate
the cumbersome process of creating, editing,
translating, and publishing complex documentation structures. They are used for and automate
the initiation and completion stages of the localization process, and they also integrate a wide
range of planning, production, and monitoring
capabilities. For multilingual tasks, they also offer
compatibility with localization and TM suites via
the use of exchange standards. Here again, TM
and localization tools vendors offer their CM
options, either integrated with corporate versions
of their suites or separately.
They offer automation for authoring, by
allowing textual elements to function as objects.
The tools also offer publishing automation as text
objects can be dynamically referenced to create a
variety of outputs, including printed documents,
help files for applications, web pages, presentations
or XML databases. This facilitates the reuse of text
and also minimizes change management, as
changes are automatically spread from one content
source to the different formatted outputs. Some
tools offer style control via templates and stylistic
rules, therefore relieving contributors and translators of formatting decisions.
The localization components of CM tools
offer TM features and change management. They
add project management automation by generating
alerts of change, budgeting features, requests for
translations, and global publishing. Some of the CM
tools that include localization features are AuthorIT
(AuthorIT); Content Manager (Heartsome); and
WorldServer (Idiom).
And thus, with CM tools, we come full circle
to the beginning of the localization process. As new
versions of offerings appear, the cycle starts again,
hopefully with the gained knowledge of previous
experiences. Both victories and failures will probably be part of your experience in localization, as no
perfect plan exists to approach the process. But the
process continues, and the only fatal error may be
to not jump in. Ω
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Global Ter minology Management
as Today’s Challenge
Monika Höge & Karina Mar tínez Ferber
The business potential of shaping up
is produced and used throughout the produp global terminology management, a practithe document life cycle has not been properly
uct life cycle at different places to achieve
cal glimpse into a current terminology manrecognized by the management board for
different ultimate goals.
agement project will demonstrate the state of
decades. Business consultants have been
the art in terms of practicability and of chalintroduced in almost every other business
lenges to be faced.
Ter minology Evolution
area, fighting for cost reductions on every
and Usage
possible level, down to favoring one-way
Key Issues in Global
pepper-and-salt bags on the lunch table
Ter minology Management
instead of refillable pepper-and-salt shakers.
The shaping and usage of terminology
In the last decade the large potential of
is by no means a sequential process. It hapintroducing translation memory systems
When we talk about terminology, we
pens at the same time at different places in a
(TMS) has been recognized as a real cost
talk about communication in its different
company. Engineers developing new prodcutter. Similarly, the positive effect of introforms. Communication is successful if the
ucts have to name their results and enter
ducing content management systems (CMS)
sender of a message and the recipient share
these names into parts lists, SAP or other
to edit, structure and reuse
company information sources.
hotline
construction
documents is gradually beLogistics people use terminolstandardization
ginning to be realized. Both
ogy when ordering supplies.
areas are only incompletely enhancement
Marketing people use terminoldealt with, however, if the
ogy for material that has to
customer
development
central topic — that is, the
make sure that products are
relations
support
meaning of the content of
launched successfully. People
from documentation departdocuments — is not taken
translation
sales
documentation
ments use terminology to
into proper account.
describe technical details of
The meaning of docuproducts. Managers and secrements manifests itself to a
production
taries make use of terminology
large extent through termimarketing
in everyday correspondence.
nology. Unfortunately, in
Salespeople use terminology to
most companies there is
business
QA
highlight competitive advanneither structure nor taxoncommunication
tages of their own products.
omy behind the usage of
Support and after-sales people
terminology. This leads to a
have to make sure that customer
plethora of different terms
requests are efficiently dealt with.
denoting one and the same
Shop-floor workers use termithing, or different things
Business areas concerned with terminology
nology to clarify problems with
referred to by one and the
the same knowledge. The role of consistent
machines. Shop assistants use terminology
same term, which in turn may cause severe
terminology to guarantee successful commuproblems and greatly increase costs at difwhen ordering parts or products. Translators
nication has neither been properly appreciated
ferent levels — from ineffective communiuse terminology to localize products.
nor adequately funded. So far, the major
The illustration “Business areas concation to legal suits.
effort in terminology work has been put in
Many companies face similar problems,
cerned with terminology” notes the typical
the final phase of the product life cycle, that
yet there is no universal solution. In this artibusiness areas in which the question of teris, translation. However, as Eugen Wüster,
cle we argue that rather like the introduction
minology regularly pops up.
one of the fathers of terminology science,
Depending on the goal of the specific
of systems such as SAP, considerable effort has
points out, the definition of terminology is
communication, it might be necessary that
to be put into the analysis of the nature of the
essentially the monolingual effort of analyzone and the same concept be given differspecific terminological environment and the
ing and standardizing the meaning of specific
ent names, thus resulting in a vast number
setup of appropriate workflows for global terconcepts and their relationship within a larger
of synonyms. Only rarely do marketing
minology management. We will also argue
context. Translation of terminology is nothpeople make use of exactly the same terms
that effective global terminology management
ing but the mapping of concepts through
as technical writers. And what about engican indeed be measured in terms of cost savlanguage and cultural barriers. Terminology
neering and construction, maintenance and
ings. To underline the complexity of setting
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support? How can one ensure successful communication, if there is no control over the
terminology used?
In order to guarantee efficient communication, all people concerned with the shaping and usage of terminology need to have a
common platform. What are the critical factors when it comes to setting up global terminology management?

Critical Factors
When Wüster first formulated the
principles of terminology science in 1955
and later developed the basic
principles on terminology
work in 1979, technology did
not offer sophisticated means
to set up any kind of terminology workflow, let alone
global terminology management. Depending on both
technology and organizational context, different
workflows have to be set up
for different companies. But
what are the central questions?
And how does one define the value
of terminology management in terms of
costs and savings?
Organizational issues. When one is
trying to set up a workflow for terminology
management, the first and central task is to
identify the persons dealing with terminology. Experience shows that the group of
people who actually edit terminology is
rather small, while the group of people who
could benefit from using terminology is
large. Company-wide workshops have to be
carried out in order to define the way terminology is used by the different participants in the product life cycle. Their
requirements with respect to terminology
have to be noted and categorized.
The taxonomies of the specific technical
area have to be analyzed. How do the different concepts belong together or to what
extent do they differ, for instance, when
being used in a marketing context as compared to a technical documentation context?
What are the types of information categories
that help to define the differences between
concepts in the specific context? Which of
the information categories are obligatory?
Which are optional?
This kind of terminological analysis
will inevitably uncover inconsistencies in
the usage of terminology in the source language that will produce problems and cost
increases in translation. The ultimate goal,
therefore, is to arrive at a reduced and standardized list of terms for each subject area.

This process, however, is cumbersome and
largely depends on the answers to a number
of questions:
Who decides which terms are used or
deleted from the list?
Who is allowed to enter terminology?
Who is allowed to edit terminology?
How is terminology validated?
Who will have the last word in case of
discrepancies?
How is the terminology in other languages mapped onto the national terminology?

Client/server technology

Who is responsible for this mapping?
Are subsidiaries from other countries
involved in this process?
Which role does the language department play?
Is an external translation agency involved?
What is the validation process for translations?
As each company is structured differently, there is no one general solution to
the setting up of a global terminology management workflow. Careful analysis will
lead to the definition of a workflow that
will have to be implemented, tested and, if
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necessary, refined repeatedly until it can
map the basic requirements of the different
parties involved.
Technological issues. A number of terminology management systems are available
on the market. The choice of system should
depend on the requirements set up during
analysis. Setting up global terminology management asks for technologies that allow
access from any computer via the intranet or
internet. Depending on the way terminology
is used, different kinds of clients should be
available. For instance, for those who only
read terminology on a non-regular basis, easy
access via internet browser should be possible. For those, however, who are concerned
with detailed terminology work, thick clients
with sophisticated terminology management
functionality should be used. It has to be
guaranteed that different people be
allowed to edit terminology at
the same time. Depending on
the roles of the different players,
different rights should be allocated via login.
Client/server architectures
provide the technical basis for
these requirements, as illustrated
in “Client/server technology,” which
shows a typical client/ server setup.
There are different setup possibilities.
In most cases the servers are set up internally
and administered by the IT employees.
Alternatively, there is the possibility of the
external hosting of terminology databases. In
this case, the company does not have to provide either hardware or services such as general database administration. Recently, the
concept of ASP in the context of terminology has also been brought up. In the ASP
model the hardware and software are provided and administered by a third party,
which in turn sets up a specific rate for the
access of the databases.
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Financial issues. How does one define the
value of effective global terminology management? The value of effective communication is
most frequently measured in the negative, that
is, only if there are problems with effective
communication do we arrive at figures that
denote the extent of
the problem. In the
worst case this negative example could be
a lawsuit in which a
client asks for reimbursement of several
million euros or dollars because the handling of a machine
according to the documentation has led to severe damages.
What other options are there to define
the value of terminology management systems? Let us consider how much time, on
average, an employee spends researching the
meaning of terms — either monolingually
or multilingually. Let us say that on average,
an employee spends between 15 and 30 minutes a month discussing or researching a terminological problem. For 1,000 employees,
this inquiry time produces costs between
€75,000 and €150,000 a year. With the aid of
a terminology management system, the
inquiry time is reduced to approximately
one minute, which will lead to the saving of
€70,000 to €145,000 per year.
The overall costs for introducing effective global terminology management cover
the following areas:

LOCALIZATION
Consulting (process analyses, requirement specification, responsibilities, workflow).
Technology (terminology management
system, interfaces).
Content (terminology resources, terminology extraction, terminology validation).

Cost savings with terminology databases

Training (administration, workflows,
editing, reading).
Experience shows that return on investment in this area is generally between one
and two years.

A Practical Glimpse at Global
Ter minology Management
The bad news first: Terminology in “real
life” is usually still neither global nor managed. General awareness of the importance
of terminology is, however, definitely
increasing. Terminology as a “product” or
service, as a prerequisite, a quality booster or
simply a matter of course is addressed at
conferences and in customer meetings.
Moreover, some companies are spending a
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lot of money on terminology. This is definitely good news.
In this section we will provide an insight
into the nature of the problems that an industrial company has been dealing with during
an effort to introduce global terminology
management. We will
focus on approaches,
achievements and, above
all, challenges.
The background.
More than 30 locations
worldwide, documentation ranging from small
items such as brochures
or CD covers up to voluminous print catalogs,
constant time pressure and high demands in
terms of language quality: against this backdrop, a German provider of building system
technology decided to streamline its translation workflow. TRADOS TeamWorks had
been implemented for work preparation,
distribution and monitoring of tasks. Terminology was identified as yet another critical
factor on the way to achieving the overall
goal — reducing costs and time to market
and keeping the quality standard high at the
same time.
Laying the foundation. The first move
was wisely taken at an early stage. With the
help of euroscript as service provider, a terminology project was outlined that included
the extraction of terminology from all kinds
of existing documentation. After the marketing department had defined and compiled
the text material (the “corpus”) for the extraction, the company transferred the original documents together with their existing
translations to the service provider who then
carried out the extraction of relevant terms
in the source language.
At this stage of the extraction process,
however, the typical challenges of inconsistent source terminology arose. The problem
became even more apparent in the target
languages, where the German source terms
split up in a variety of existing translations
depending on the document type and, obviously, the preferences of the different translators and reviewers employed in the past.
Interestingly enough, each of the target documents in question had been checked and
validated by the company’s foreign subsidiaries at the time of their creation and was
thus considered as being compliant with the
company’s CI and quality standard.
The multilingual data sheets produced
as a result of the extraction project thus
posed more questions than they answered.
How should the clutter of terms be reduced?
Who would make the necessary decisions,

and what principles would be the basis of
their decisions? It soon became obvious that
a thorough cleanup and reduction of terms
would result in even more questions. In
order to leverage existing translated texts,
translation memories (TMs) had been built
up by alignment. How should this terminologically heterogeneous mass of sentence
pairs be dealt with? Should there be separate
“containers” for each document type for the
sake of consistency, for example, between a
technical description and its older versions?
Or should there be a clear break between the
old, inconsistent terminology and a new,
reduced list, meaning a loss of value of
important parts of the TM?
In close cooperation with the service
provider, the decision was eventually made
to establish clear priorities regarding validity
of the text material and terminology. The
principal catalog was identified as the repository of the most current, most commonly
used and most reliable terminology and thus
became the reduced “corpus” for the process
of variants reduction.
For the source language, stricter rules
were defined and organizational measures
were taken to foster the use of validated
source terminology.
Processes and actors. After a first terminology database in MultiTerm format had
been set up, the question was how to further
expand it and make sure that all process
actors adhere to it. While the in-house
authors of text documents in the company’s
headquarters in Germany have direct access
to the database, the external participants —
the translation service provider and the
reviewers in the foreign subsidiaries — work
with offline copies of the database or without MultiTerm altogether, which was the
case for the subsidiaries.
A process was defined where the text
authors or project managers of the company

are supposed to scan each source document
for new, untranslated terms and enter them
into the MultiTerm database before ordering
a translation. A MultiTerm extract containing only the terms relevant for the text to be
translated — whether they had target language counterparts or not — would then be
sent to the translation service provider.
During translation, the database extract was
to be filled with the corresponding target
terms and sent back to the company.
The implementation of this process was
slowed down by technical limitations and
uncertainties. Because the exact mode of
functioning of some of the critical workflow
technologies was not yet totally clear and
mature, the company refrained from using
this feature and opted for a direct transmission of the complete database to the translation service provider.
With regard to the mandatory revision of
each translation at the corresponding foreign
subsidiary, the main challenge in terms of the
terminology process was to make sure that
validated target terminology was not changed
and that new target terminology created by
the service provider was validated or corrected. While the reviewers read and correct
directly in the bilingual TRADOS files, their
access to terminological resources is at present
limited to Excel or Word tables exported from
the company’s MultiTerm master database.
Unlike the translators, they cannot benefit
from the automatic term recognition that
highlights each word of a document for which
a fixed translation is available in the
MultiTerm database. As a result, the corrections inserted by the subsidiaries frequently
deviate from the validated terminology. These
discrepancies can, in turn, only be detected by
the translation service provider during subsequent translation jobs, where they appear as
inconsistencies between the contents of the
TM and the MultiTerm database.
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Under these circumstances, document
revision is a rather cumbersome job for the
subsidiaries. One must not forget that, in contrast to the other process participants, document processing is not an essential part of their
daily tasks nor, in general, of their training.
Clearly, their possibilities of participation in
the process of terminology creation and validation should be judged in a realistic manner.

Conclusions
As the example shows, there is still a
gap to be bridged between theory and practice. The streamlining of workflows and the
implementation of TM technology have substantially helped the company to reduce
cycle times, support faster time-to-market
and significantly reduce current and future
translation costs. Translation quality, however,
has not yet been embedded in a controlled
workflow. Terminology processes still tend to
be managed conventionally, and the example
referred to in this article represents the general situation.
While TM databases build up “automatically” during translation, and their theoretical
value can be expressed in exact figures, management of the quality of their contents —
wording and consistency — still lacks the technical support to be integrated perfectly into a
real-life process. Experience shows that there is
still a general lack of functions that support the
validation process of terminology adequately.
Furthermore, the necessity to interface existing
systems such as SAP asks for open APIs.
As the case study shows, the implementation of global terminology management
must take into account the company-specific
processes and needs and the intended roles
and abilities of the different participants
involved. Tools can help with storing, retrieving and distributing information. But the
decisions regarding what to store and how to
keep it active and useful remain with humans.
The high complexity of the terminological issue requires consulting services tailored to the specific environment. Ω
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and global management systems (CMS and
GMS), customer relations management
(CRM) and other management disciplines
is increasingly important as systems become
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more complex. Leaders in the development
of these systems explain how they work and
how they work together.

Inter nationalization
Making software ready for the international market requires more than just a good
idea. How does an international developer
prepare a product for multiple locales? Will
the pictures and colors you select for a user
interface in France be suitable for users in
Brazil? Elements such as date and currency
formats sound like simple components, but
developers who ignore the many international variants find that their products may
be unusable. You’ll find sound ideas and
practical help in every issue.

Localization
How can you make your product look
and feel as if it were built in another country for users of that language and culture?
How do you choose a localization service
vendor? Developers and localizers offer
their ideas and relate their experiences with
practical advice that will save you time and
money in your localization projects.

And Ther e’s Much Mor e
Authors with in-depth knowledge
summarize changes in the language industry and explain its financial side, describe
the challenges of computing in various languages, explain and update encoding
schemes and evaluate software and systems. Other articles focus on particular
countries or regions; translation and localization training programs; the uses of language technology in specific industries — a
wide array of current topics from the world
of multilingual computing.
Nine times a year, readers of MultiLingual Computing & Technology explore
language technology and its applications,
project management, basic elements and
advanced ideas with the people and companies who are building the future.

